■Air filter kit
■Big throttle body kit（With air filter kit）
GROM/MSX125
This air filter kit is intended for GROM / MSX125 which has been equipped our big throttle kit.
Can be used with our sports camshaft, S-Stage, e-Stage ,and our Super Head 4V + R.
Also included a shroud stay which becomes necessary when you remove the genuine air cleaner box, so that you can fix the shroud.
In addition, the shroud stay can mount our oil cooler kit (07-07-0209 / 07-07-0210), you can install our oil cooler to cylinder head top.
There are 3 kinds of kits.One is for vehicle which has already equipped with our big throttle body.
Second is for genuine cylinder head and kit includes our big throttle body.
Third is for our Superhead 4V + R and kit includes our big throttle body.
As an optional parts, there is also air filter cover to enhance the dust-proof effect by simply cover. 03-01-1121
※Only for a vehicle equipped with our big throttle body. Cannot be installed with genuine throttle body.
※ When mounting the air filter, some processing of the shroud is required. (It is a simple cutting of small part)
※ If you purchase a kit includes our big throttle body, FI CON2 which correspond with our big throttle body will be required.
※There are two kinds of FI CON2, for GROM and for MSX125. Each controller is exclusive use.
And also the target cylinderhead has two types, for our Super head 4v+R and for genuine cylinder head.
■FI CON2 which correspond to our big throttle body
■GROM for genuine cylinderhead 05-04-0025
■MSX125 for genuine cylinderhead 05-04-0026

■GROM for Superhead 4V＋R 05-04-0023
■MSX125 for Superhead 4V＋R 05-04-0024

If your FI CON2 is not correspond to our big throttle body, it is necessary to upgrade to the new program.
The following FI CON2 are not correspond to our big throttle body; 05-04-0016/05-04-0020/05-04-0021/05-04-0022.
It is necessary to upgrade to the new program.
■ FI Con 2 version up: It is a service that to rewritten the new program to your FI CON2.
■GROM for genuine cylinderhead FI CON 2：05-04-0016＝Work part number：12-05-0014
■GROM for Superhead 4V＋R FI CON 2：05-04-0021＝Work part number：12-05-0010
■MSX125 for genuine cylinderhead FI CON 2：05-04-0020＝Work part number：12-05-0015
■MSX125 for Superhead 4V＋R FI CON 2：05-04-0022＝※ Postage needed separately.
※ Postage needed separately.
※ In carrying out the rewriting work, the subject controller should be operating correctly.
If there is a failure or significant stain, we might refuse the work.
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Air filter kit
GROM（JC61-1000001〜）
MSX125（MLHJC618_D5000001〜）
03-01-0004

Big throttle body kit（With air filter kit）
GROM（JC61-1000001〜）
MSX125（MLHJC618_D5000001〜）
03-05-0127
for Superhead 4V＋R
for genuine cylinderhead 03-05-0128
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